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Era 5 - Crisis of the Union: Civil War and Reconstruction ( to ) Westward expansion proved to be a double-edge sword
for the nation as the acquisition of new territory created a schism about the role of slavery in these new territories.

Crisis of the Union: Civil War and the Reconstruction Timeline created by trkauffman Fugitive Slave Act
Constitution article 4, has a clause that stated all runaway slaves must be returned to their owner. This was
largely unenforced and many slaves were running to the northern states to become free. The fugitive slave act
punished people who harbored slaves. Act enacted by the 31st United States Congress. This event is important
because it lead to the Union fighting back and causing the Civil War. It showed northerners what slavery was
truly like, and its horrible effects. Characters discussing why slavery is happening, racism, and other flaws in
the system. The book was the second most purchased book right after the bible. Stowe later meeting Lincoln.
This anti-slavery book cause northerners to fight for the rights of slaves. He became a activist for anti-slavery
and African American rights. He gave speeches and bridges gaps between slavery, escaping and being free.
Douglass wrote two autobiographies, the second being My Bondage and My Freedom. An autobiography that
tells us about the racial segregation in the northern states. The northern states thought it was theirs and North
Carolina thought it belonged to the new Confederacy. This leads up to the start up of the war in First Battle of
Bull Run Union runs into Confederate troops, when the union soldiers are on their way to take over the
Confederate capital in Virginia. The two armies meet by a creek known as Bull Run. The battle was very
unorganized and in the beginning it seemed as if the Union would win. Later the Confederates took over and
the Union was defeated. This is when soldiers knew it would become a long war. Due to North Carolina
withdrawing from the Union and joining the new confederacy. The Confederacy on April 13 opens fire on
Fort Sumter, shooting around 13, shells in three and a half days. This ensured that the Union would keep
Kentucky. The Union starts the battle to try and get control of the rivers and water lines that were west of the
Appalachian. Union Brigadier General Ulysses S. Fort Henry was not guarded as well as other forts that
Confederates had. The Confederates evacuated and surrendered to the Union. The Union is defending
Washington at this time. As the men of the Confederacy move toward the north but get into a battle in
Gettysburg. The union soldiers withdraw to cemetery ridge, a perfect place to hide. The union gets help from
reinforcement in that was in DC. The confederates withdrew on July 4. More than a 3rd of the confederate
army died in this battle Jan 1, Emancipation Proclamation All of the states in rebellion, the confederates were
freed. The Confederate slaves were helping the Confederates with war by digging trenches, being hospital
attendants, cooking. So by freeing slaves of the rebelling states he was helping the north cause. He was
helping the Union by signing the Emancipation Proclamation. Nov 19, Gettysburg Address The famous
words, "Four score and seven years ago. The speech was given to honor the Union soldiers who died in battle.
Also to remind soldiers of their purpose and reason for sacrifice. His name was not on many southern state
ballots. Lincoln was a republican and his party was against slavery. This being the reason for being left of
many southern state ballots. This scaring many southern states. He was running against Maj. This was 8
months after the war ended. Before the end of the Civil War. Leaving President Johnson as the President.
After smiths surrender there were no more confederate armies. This act was to help get the southern states
readmitted into the Union. The 14th Amendment helped with this by giving former slaves citizenship. Jul 28,
14th Amendment The 14th Amendment ratified. This Amendment was not reinforced in a lot of southern
states. It said that all people of color would go to different schools, use different drinking fountains, sit in the
back of the bus.
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The Union in Crisis [Robert W. Johannsen, Wendy Hamand Venet] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. A collection of sixteen documents designed for use in in courses on the Civil War and Reconstruction.

After forty thousand shells hit the fort, Union Maj. Robert Anderson surrenders Fort Sumter to Confederate
forces. President of the United States Abraham Lincoln issues a call for seventy-five thousand three-month
volunteers; African Americans are rejected. Lincoln orders a naval blockade of all Confederate ports. Southern
sympathizers attack Massachusetts militiamen in Baltimore. Dorothea Dix volunteers to supervise women
nurses for the Federal army. Lee resigns his commission in the Federal army and sides with the Confederacy.
Lincoln suspends the writ of habeas corpus from Philadelphia to Washington. Lincoln calls for forty-two
thousand additional volunteers as well as eighteen thousand sailors. Jackson; Union troops then shoot and kill
Jackson. Both men are recognized as martyrs by their respective regions. Beauregard is given command over
all Confederate troops in northern Virginia. Union casualties are fifty-three, while the Confederates lose
twenty. Southern losses equal dead as opposed to for the Union. John Fremont places Missouri under martial
law and authorizes Federal troops to confiscate all Confederate property. Fremont also frees all slaves in the
state who belong to Confederate sympathizers. Abraham Lincoln notifies Fremont that his edict may move the
border states toward secession. Confederate president Jefferson Davis and his military staff decide to wait
until the spring before attacking the Northern states. Louisiana governor Thomas O. Moore bans the shipment
of cotton to Europe. Moore hopes to pressure England and France into recognizing Southern independence.
Lincoln suspends the writ of habeas corpus from Maine to Washington, D. Northern casualties are more than a
thousand compared to less than one hundred for Southern forces. Lincoln signs orders replacing Fremont with
Gen. Union General-in-Chief Winfield Scott , a veteran of both the War of and the Mexican War , resigns his
post because of his age and personality clashes with younger subordinates. Lincoln promotes George B. In the
Caribbean the captain of the U. This incident, known as the Trent Affair, sparks a diplomatic crisis between
the United States and Great Britain and almost leads to war. Under criticism that his office suffers from
corruption and mismanagement, Secretary of War Simon Cameron submits his resignation. Lincoln releases
General War Order No. As a result of his victories Grant is promoted to major general. Nashville becomes the
first major city in the South to fall to Union forces. Confederate president Jefferson Davis suspends the writ of
habeas corpus. Monitor and the C. Virginia fight to a draw off the coast of Hampton Roads, Virginia. Due to a
lack of initiative on the part of McClellan, Lincoln removes his title as general-in-chief, but retains his
services as commander of the Army of the Potomac. Union forces win a costly victory at Shiloh, Tennessee.
Confederate president Jefferson Davis approves a bill instituting the first military draft in American history.
New Orleans falls to Union commander David Farragut. George McClellan stops his advance toward
Richmond, eight miles outside the Confederate capitol. Lee replaces Johnston the following day as
commander of the Army of Northern Virginia. Lee push Federal troops back to the peninsula between the
James and York Rivers. Lincoln institutes a military draft calling for , new enlistees. The act, however, does
not go into effect because , Northerners volunteer to join the Union army for three years. At Antietam Creek,
Maryland , Gen. George McClellan forces Gen. Lee to retreat into Virginia in the bloodiest day of both the
war and American history. Lincoln publishes the preliminary Emancipation Proclamation. In the Western
theater, Ulysses S. Grant issues General Order No. Grant rescinds the order a few weeks later. Except for the
border states Missouri, Kentucky , Maryland, and Delaware and those enemy areas already under Union
control, the proclamation frees all slaves located in the Southern states. Lincoln replaces Ambrose E. Burnside
with Joseph Hooker as commander of the Army of the Potomac. Lee decides to invade the North and moves
his army from Fredericksburg, Virginia, toward the Maryland border. Both sides suffer a total of fifty
thousand casualties. Grant and over twenty-nine thousand Confederates become prisoners 8 July Port Hudson,
Louisiana, surrenders to Union forces, who now control the entire Mississippi River. Confederate cavalry
commander John H. Morgan crosses the Ohio River and begins his raids into Indiana and southern Ohio.
Journalists on the scene later immortalize the assault in magazines and newspapers. Lee offers his resignation.
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Confederate president Jefferson Davis refuses to accept it, noting that the Confederacy cannot afford to lose
his leadership capabilities. Confederate guerrilla fighter William Quantrill burns Lawrence, Kansas , and
murders more than men and boys. The raid alienates many Southerners who see the war as a moral crusade. In
a major battle at Chickamauga, Georgia, Confederate troops force Federal troops to retreat into Tennessee.
Lincoln chooses Ulysses S. Grant to command all Union forces in the west. Lincoln delivers the Gettysburg
Address. A Union victory at Chattanooga , Tennessee, forces the Confederates to retreat into Georgia,
abandoning Knoxville and leaving Tennessee under Union control. Lincoln presents his Proclamation of
Amnesty and Reconstruction , offering a full pardon to Confederates who take an oath of allegiance. The
Confederate government refuses to accept supplies sent from the Northernstates to Union prisoners of war.
Confederate president Jefferson Davis issues a conscription law enlisting all white males between the ages of
eighteen and forty-five later seventeen and fifty into the Confederate army. Lincoln calls for an additional five
hundred thousand enlistees for the Union army. During operations in Mississippi, Union general William T.
Sherman occupies the town of Meridian. At Andersonville, Georgia, Union prisoners arrive at an unfinished,
sixteen and-one-half-acre log stockade. The prison quickly gains notoriety for its uninhabitable conditions.
Lincoln promotes Ulysses S. Grant to lieutenant general and general-in-chief of all Union armies. Confederate
cavalry under Nathan Bedford Forrest capture Fort Pillow , Tennessee, in the process murdering black soldiers
who are trying to surrender. Sherman leaves Chattanooga with , men and advances toward Atlanta. Casualties
are heavy, more than twenty-five thousand for both sides, as brush fires in the forest kill many wounded
soldiers. Grant pursues Robert E. Lee after Wilderness and fights the Confederate army for five days at
Spotsylvania Courthouse, Virginia; the battle ends in a draw. After one month of continual fighting the Union
casualties reach 50, 41 percent of their original strength while Southern losses equal 32, 46 percent of their
original strength. Grant places the city under siege. Sherman, resulting in heavy losses for the Federals.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Olsen In a recent brief and
thoughtful volume, David Brion Davis has directed attention to what he calls a "paranoid style" affecting the
antebellum debate over slavery in the United States. Then and since, slavery has served as a convenient and
perfect enemy. It epitomized evil and became a symbol that has been used to define and justify the social
conditions and history of a capitalist, free labor society. A symbol of such convenience obviously would invite
distortion; that it has, in fact, done so is suggested by the persistence of certain questionable assumptions
about the nature of slave ownership in the antebellum South. For generations historians have been almost
unanimous in emphasizing that black slaves were owned by a surprisingly small minority of whites. Allan
Nevins states in his distinguished history of the Civil War era that "from the terms used in the angry
discussion of slavery, it might have been supposed that almost the whole Southern population had a direct
interest in it. Actually, of the 6,, white folk in the slave States, only , were listed by the census of as owners,
and even this number gave an exaggerated impression of the facts. If so, not one-third of the population of the
South and border States had any direct interest in slavery as a form of property. This is a fact of great
important [sic] when we attempt to estimate the effect of slaveholding upon the culture and outlook of the
Southern people. According to the standard account by James G. Randall and David Donald "the total number
of slaveholders in was only , out of a total white population of about six million in the slaveholding areas.
Nichols and Elbert B. Smith assume the same stance,4 as do the authors of practically all the outstanding
college textbooks on the history of the United States. Typically these textbooks include such statements as
"only a minority of the whites owned slaves," "at all times nearly three-fourths of the white families in the
South as a whole held no slaves;" "only one family in four held any at all;" "slave ownership in the South was
not widespread;" "not more than a quarter of the white heads of families were slaveowners , and even in the
cotton states the proportion was less than onethird ;" "in , only one in three owned any Negroes; on the eve of
the Civil War, the ratio was one in four;" and slave owners "probably made up less than a third of southern
whites. Although the constant conclusion has been that the number of whites owning slaves was remarkably
small and that the South was therefore an unusually oligarchical society, the comparative basis for such a
judgment has never been firmly established. Instead, that judgment appears to have rested primarly upon a
moral repugnance toward slavery and an exceedingly simplistic conception of the meaning of slave ownership.
But was the slave South really more You are not currently authenticated. View freely available titles:
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The Union in Crisis and Civil War Ã¢ Unit 4: The Civil War and Reconstruction () Daily Learning Target I can identify and
evaluate the events of the Antebellum.

Return to Content Era 5 â€” Crisis of the Union: Civil War and Reconstruction to Westward expansion proved
to be a double-edge sword for the nation as the acquisition of new territory created a schism about the role of
slavery in these new territories. Conflict began in when Missouri, the first territory of the Louisiana Purchase
to gain enough people, petitioned to become a state in the Union. Missouri was populated with slaveholders
who wanted it to be a slave state. There was a balance of power in the Senate between the two sides because
there were eleven slave states and eleven free states in the nation. The Southern states would have an
advantage if Missouri entered as a slave state. Maine, a former part of Massachusetts, asked to be admitted to
the Union in Maine was a free territory. Its admission in tandem with Missouri would keep the balance of
power in the Senate. A line was drawn within the Louisiana Purchase at the southern boundary of Missouri to
avoid the problem in the future. All territory north of the line, except Missouri, would be free territory; land
south of the line, plus Missouri, would be slave territory. Henry Clay devised the Missouri Compromise,
which kept conflict down for the next decade. The people immediately voted for annexation of Texas into the
United States after its independence from Mexico in The Northern states denied Texas entry, because it had
slavery. The North feared a large slave region that could divide into two or even three slave states. Nine years
later the United States agreed to annex Texas. Making Texas a state quickly led to war with Mexico, because
Texas was never recognized as independent from Mexico. David Wilmot of Pennsylvania put forth the
Wilmot Proviso proposal to the House of Representatives to not allow slavery in any territory gained in the
war. This measure passed the House of Representatives, but failed in the Senate. Nevertheless, the Wilmot
Proviso proposal became the Northern point of view. The United States gained considerable Mexican territory
at the end of the war. Gold was discovered in California. By the end of California applied for statehood. The
conflict over slavery again appeared; congress was in a stalemate. A number of issues were at stake. Henry
Clay once again stepped in to offer a compromise. The conflict over slavery in the western territories remained
at the forefront for the next decade. The passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act in allowed for popular
sovereignty to decide the issue of slavery in the territories. This led to the repeal of the Missouri Compromise
and the birth of the antislave Republican Party. The Democratic Party split, Northern Democrats and the
Southern Democrats, forming the in the summer of after they were unable to agree on a platform at its
convention in Charleston, SC. This national link was lost. South Carolina unanimously voted to secede from
the Union on December 20, , at a convention in Charleston. Six other states joined within six weeks, and they
formed the Confederate States of America. South Carolina and the other Confederate States seized federal
property within their state boundaries. Charlestonians seethed as the Union flag continued to fly above the
entrance of their harbor, because they were unable to control the fort and were unwilling to attack the Union.
The South wanted to look the victim in the conflict in hope of support from a European nation. An attack on
Fort Sumter would make them look like the aggressors; a stalemate lasted until April. President Lincoln
decided to push the issue and sent a ship to resupply the troops located on Fort Sumter. As the supply ship
neared the Charleston Harbor, the troops in Charleston were ordered to fire. Anderson surrendered Fort
Sumter after thirty-six hours of bombardment. The only casualties occurred; two men were killed while the
Union troops saluted their lowering flag and a cannon misfired. Four more states seceded and joined the CSA,
rather than staying with the Union and fighting against fellow Southerners. The Union troops retreated back to
the Capital. The Southerners had their first victory over the Army of the Potomac. They had an established
government, financial system, a navy, and the ability to produce materials for the war effort. The South had
Robert E. Lee and a large number of experienced and skilled officers. Lincoln issued the Emancipation
Proclamation; the Proclamation stated slaves were free in the areas that were in a state of rebellion, but did not
free a single slave at the time of issue. Slaves would leave their owners and follow the armies as the Union
armies moved into the South. Lincoln also ordered the formation of African American regiments. The African
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American troops and their white officers faced enslavement or death if caught by the CSA. Lee and his army
of Northern Virginia continued to win many victories over the Army of the Potomac despite being
outnumbered every time. Lincoln brought Grant to the East and put him in charge. Sherman on a devastating
march through the South. The total destruction wreaked by Sherman and his men was a new style of warfare
designed to break the Confederacy. The war ended with Robert E. Grant, under orders from Lincoln, offered
extremely generous terms of surrender. Lincoln knew that the physical rebuilding of the South, as well as the
reconstruction of the Union, would be difficult, and he wanted to end the conflict as easily as possible. To
make the Emancipation Proclamation permanent, the thirteenth amendment was adopted in December This
officially ended slavery in the United States. His vice-President, Andrew Johnson, never gained the confidence
of the Congress. Congress wrested power from the President and sent troops back into the South to occupy it,
and to protect the political and social rights of the Freedmen. White Southerners chafed under the yoke of
Military Reconstruction. Groups such as the Ku Klux Klan sprung up with the goal of removing the troops and
returning the South, as much as possible, to the lifestyle before the war. A number of African-Americans were
elected to state and national office during this period of time. Many extremely democratic ideas were passed,
which included mandatory public education. The push for Reconstruction faded in the North as
industrialization grew. In the election of , with the voting fraud that accompanied it, neither candidate gained
enough votes to win. The election went to Congress. The presidency was given to the Republican candidate,
Rutherford B. Legal segregation de jure segregation took hold under Jim Crow laws once the troops were
gone. There was no one to help protect the rights of the Freedmen. Supreme Court decisions, such as Plessy v.
Ferguson, upheld these laws. Sharecropping became the standard for most of the former slaves, which once
again tied them to the soil in a system not much different than slavery. Preston Brooks on Senator Charles
Sumner. This is a good way to look at the sectional strife within the nation.
5: The Union in Crisis edited by Robert W. Johannsen
The United Food Commercial Workers International Union Building a better life for hard working men and women We
are the United Food and Commercial Workers International Union a proud union family that feeds, serves, and
International Union for Conservation of Nature IUCN The International Union for Conservation of Nature is the global
authority.

6: High School Social Sciences Textbooks for sale | eBay
Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.

7: Holt American Anthem: Reconstruction to the Present | Bookshare
Crisis of the Union: Civil War and the Reconstruction () This event is important because it lead to the Union fighting back
and causing the Civil War.

8: United States History ()
The Union was defeated again with the Confederacy (major win) being led by Robert E. Lee. General Thomas Stonewall
Jackson was accidentally wounded here by one of his own men. Battle of Gettysburg Turning point of the War that made
it clear the North would win. 50, people died, and the South lost its chance to invade the North.

9: Robert W. Johannsen (Editor of The Lincoln-Douglas Debates of )
The Union in Crisis Chapter 5 An Industrial Nation Immigration and Migration People first migrated to America many.
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